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JSC AMIRA more over than 25 years are leading in 
the industry of design, engineering and installation 
of: 
- modern lighting systems (lighting poles and masts, 
lamps and spotlights), 
- lightning protection,
- radio masts and cellular communication poles,
- flagpoles,
- towers of overhead electric lines
- etc.

AMIRA’s production capacity includes 3 plants in 
St-Petersburg and Leningrad region, own design 
office and company spacializing on design and 
installation (Petrosvet Ltd).

JSC AMIRA is in the register of reliable partners for 
business of Russia and abroad of Russian Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry.

JSC AMIRA possesses an international Certificate of 
quality management system compliance with the 
regulations of the ISO standard 9001:2015. 

Products by JSC AMIRA are successfully operates 
in all regions in Russia. Even in Russian Arctic zone 
and earthquake-prone areas. Also, the company’s 
products are installed in Europe, CIS countries.

The company closely cooperates with leading 
Russian and foreign manufacturers Osram, Philips, 
GE, Thorn, Siteco, Schneider Electric, ELT, VS, 
TECNOPALI, AL-BABTAIN, Schreder, TIME SYSTEMS, 
etc. and uses their products in their projects.  

Amoung our clients are: Administrations of city 
illumination in Russia and near abroad countries, 
The Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation,        
Gazprom, Russian Railways, Road Service, Bashneft, 
Lukoil, Rosneft, Novatek, GSM Megaphone, «The 
Moscow Railway», SHELL, Neste, etc.

In 2019, the company became the exclusive 
supplier of GigaTera led lights and spotlights.

In 2018 we made the hifgest flagpole in Europe. The 
100-meter flagpole in Hamina.

Andrey Saramud
SEO of AMIRA JSC
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LIGHTING POLE WITH 
INTEGRATED CHARGING 
STATION FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES

DESTINATION

Complete solution for Parking lighting and alternating 
current charging of electric vehicles

ADVANTAGES

Easy installation 
and maintenance

AC charging Mode 3 electric vehicles of 
all types and manufacturers

Availability of GPRS modem for the 
organization of communication channel 
EZS-server; remote access-management, 
data collection

Built-in electricity 
metering device

The possibility of painting in any color 
on the table RAL

Secure access to the station connectors 
is possible only after successful user 
identification through the mobile 
application

3AMIRA      //    Objects in Moscow region Objects in Moscow region      //      AMIRA         
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Octagonal conical pole with 
integrated electric charging station

The pole is made of sheet steel by 
bending with one longitudinal seam 
and protected from corrosion by hot-
dip galvanizing (ISO 1461). 

The integrated electric station 
charges electric vehicles with 
alternating current. Corresponds to 
standart IEC 61851.

STRUCTURE

MAIN 
CHARACTERISTICS

Heigh

Operating 
temperature

Installed 
power

Wind district

Climatik version

Anticorrosion 
coating

4 - 6 m

up I to VII

I2, II4

Hot 
galvanizing

 -30°C ~ 40°C

3,5 kw

CHARACTERISTIC SETTINGS
Type Cut-in metal box
Degree of protection of electronic 
components

IP 54

Operating temperature - 30°C ~ 50°C
Humidity 90%
Power supply voltage 220 В AC
Supply frequency 50 Hz
Watt consumption 10 W
Quantity of relay exits, not less 2
The charge modes according to 
IEC 61851

Mode 3

Indication Light indication of operating modes
System of identification of the user Mobile application
Monitoring and management, information 
transfer

Ethernet, GSM 2G

Control system and electricity metering By means of external metering 
devices with RS485 interface

Overcurrent protection Built-in
Protection against leak on AC Built-in
Protection against leak on a DC Built-in, type А
Installed capacity 3,5 kW
Socket type Schuko

LED lamp

LED lamp

Light reflector

Octagonal conical
upstanding lighting pole

Octagonal conical / circular
lighting pole

Power Charging Set
FORA-PSC

The hatch for service
of PSC

The hatch for service
of lighting system

AMIRA      //      Moscow regional DUMA Moscow regional DUMA     //      AMIRA         
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CONICAL CIRCULAR 
LIGHTING POLE

DESTINATION

Lighting of traffic avenues, traffic junctions, bridges, 
squares, parks, parking areas, etc.

ADVANTAGES

Easy installation 
and maintenance

High corrosion resistance of the 
coating, including for marine climate

The possibility of making the poles by 
individual parametres

Low weight and aesthetic 
appearance

Long service life

The program «My street» in Moscow, Russia

«My street» - is great project of development in 
modern history of Moscow. The main idea of the 
program becomes the creation of comfortable 
environment and making Moscow more 
comfortable for citizens and guests of the City.

As part of the program more than 60 streets 
were reconstructed and get new lighting, many 
octagonal poles were renovated.

AMIRA      //      Boulevard ring, Moscow SKOLKOVO, Moscow     //      AMIRA         7
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Conical circular lighting pole is made 
of sheet steel by bending with one 
longitudinal seam and protected from 
corrosion by hot-dip galvanizing (ISO 
1461).

This type of coating is not decorative, 
but only fuctional.
Corrosion resistance warranty is at 
least 25 years. All the fasteners are 
galvanized.

The poles can be painted in different 
RAL colours  

STRUCTURE

98 AMIRA      //      SKOLKOVO, Moscow

High ways and roads in:
Abkhazia 
Belarus 
Iraq 
Jordan 
Kazakhstan 
Kyrgyzstan 
Latvia 
Russia 
Turkmenistan

Among the customers:
British Petrolium
Gazprom 

Heigh

Wind district

Climatik version

Anticorrosion 
coating

3 - 16 m

up I to VII

I2, II4

Hot 
galvanizing

Neste
Novatek
Rosneft
SHELL
etc.

Lighting poles by AMIRA 
installed for facilities prepared 
for XXII Winter Olympic Games 
(2014), FIFA World Cup (2018), 
XXIX winter Universiade (2019).
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Conical circular traffic lighting pole is 
made of sheet steel by bending with 
one longitudinal seam and protected 
from corrosion by hot-dip galvanizing 
(ISO 1461).

This type of coating is not decorative, 
but only fuctional.
Corrosion resistance warranty is at 
least 25 years. All the fasteners are 
galvanized.

The poles can be painted in different 
RAL colours  

STRUCTURE

For installation of flash equipment and 
information traffic signs in the streets and main 
roads. Poles have both standard execution, 
rated for regular operating condition, with 
account of special climatic conditions and 
order requirements.

Can be equipped with lighting equipment

AMIRA      //      Ivanovo

Heigh

Wind district

Climatik version

Anticorrosion 
coating

7 - 8,5 m

up I to VII

I2, II4

Hot 
galvanizing

CONICAL CIRCULAR 
TRAFFIC LIGHTING POLE
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ADVANTAGES

Easy installation 
and maintenance

High corrosion resistance of the 
coating, including for marine climate

The possibility of making the poles by 
individual parametres

Low weight and aesthetic 
appearance

Long service life

Ministry of transport of Rostov region espresses 
its attitude to the employees of JSC AMIRA 
for long-tearm and fruitful cooperation in 
implementation of the program of electric 
lighting of highways.

All installed lighting poles by AMIRA meets 
the technical requirements, reliable, easy in 
operation and have positive feedback from 
operation and installation organizations.

AMIRA      //      Petrol station SHELL, St. Petersburg  // Streets of Rostov-on-Don
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OCTAGONAL CONICAL 
LIGHTING POLE

DESTINATION

Lighting of traffic avenues, traffic junctions, bridges, 
squares, parks, parking areas, etc.

Ice Arena «Platinum» (Krasnoyarsk, Siberia)    //      AMIRA         13
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Conical octagonal lighting pole is 
made of sheet steel by bending with 
one longitudinal seam and protected 
from corrosion by hot-dip galvanizing 
(ISO 1461).

This type of coating is not decorative, 
but only fuctional.
Corrosion resistance warranty is at 
least 25 years. All the fasteners are 
galvanized.

The poles can be painted in different 
RAL colours  

STRUCTURE

High ways and roads in:
Abkhazia 
Belarus 
Iraq 
Jordan 
Kazakhstan 
Kyrgyzstan 
Latvia 
Russia 
Turkmenistan

Among the customers:
British Petrolium
Gazprom 
Neste

AMIRA      //      International airport «Platov», Rostov-on-Done

Heigh

Wind district

Climatik version

Anticorrosion 
coating

3 - 16 m

up I to VII

I2, II4

Hot 
galvanizing

Petrol station NESTE      //      AMIRA         

Novatek
Rosneft
SHELL
etc.

Lighting poles by AMIRA 
installed for facilities 
prepared for XXII Winter 
Olympic Games (2014), FIFA 
World Cup (2018), XXIX winter 
Universiade (2019).
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Conical octagonal and circular  
lighting pole is made of sheet steel by 
bending with one longitudinal seam 
and protected from corrosion by hot-
dip galvanizing (ISO 1461).

This type of coating is not decorative, 
but only fuctional.
Corrosion resistance warranty is at 
least 25 years. All the fasteners are 
galvanized.

The poles can be painted in different 
RAL colours  

STRUCTURE

For construcion for the city electrical transport 
overhead electric system, as well as for functional 
lighting of motor roads and junctions.

16 AMIRA      //  High speed tram line for trams by Stadler Rail AG (Swiss), Sant Petersburg, Russia 17

CONICAL CIRCULAR OR 
OCTAGONAL POLES FOR THE 
OVERHEAD ELECTRICAL NETWORK

ADVANTAGES

Easy installation 
and maintenance

High corrosion 
resistance of the 
coating, including for 
marine climate

The possibility of 
making the poles by 
individual parametres

Low weight and 
aesthetic appearance

Long service life

The first high speed tram line in 
Saint-Petersburg which was build in 
cooperation of private investors and 
city Government. For that project 
AMIRA company has designed and 
manufacturing special octagonal 
poles for the overhaed electrical 
network. For this project the poles were 
stylized as ship masts.

Heigh

Wind district

Climatik version

Anticorrosion 
coating

9 - 13 m

up I to VII

I2, II4

Hot 
galvanizing
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ADVANTAGES

Easy installation 
and maintenance

High corrosion resistance of the coating, 
including for marine climate

Possibility of manufacturing according to 
individual parameters

Possibility of painting in any color 
according to RAL table

Long service life

RGB illumination 
inside the pole

MAIN
CHARACTERISTICS

Heigh

Wind district

Climatic version

Anticorrosion
coating

4 - 8 m

up I to VII

I2, II4

Hot 
galvanizing

5G WI-FI

IP
CAMERAGeSS

LED
LIGHT

CHARGE

POSSIBLE CONFIGURATION 
OPTIONS

AMIRA      //      Decorative carved lightin poles
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DECORATIVE CARVED 
LIGHTING POLE 

DESTINATION

Lighting of squares, parks, gardens, parking areas, etc.

19
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TYPES OF POLES

Poles are made of rolled metal of square and 
circular cross-section. At the bottom of the pole 
there is a closed compartment (hatch) for the 
installation of circuit breakers and terminal blocks.

In the middle part of the pole there is an additional 
hatch for installing decorative lighting inside the 
pole (led RGB lamps). In the case of use as a 
backlight of the trunk pole these lamps can be 
integrated in the line of the lighting controller, 
providing simultaneous highlighting the entire line.

The backlight is equipped with an individual driver. 
All electrical connections of the support are made 
using WAGO terminals.

Input of power into the pole is carried out through 
sealed IP 67 input boxes, which perform a safety 
function.

20
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LED FLOOD LIGHTING
LED ROAD LIGHTIN
ROAD LIGHTING CONTROL 

DESTINATION

Road lighting, sports facilities lighting, lighting of open 
areas, parks and gardens, embankments, parking etc.

22
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CERTIFICATE

Products by AMIRA have 
certificate of constancy of 
performance 1922-CPR-0683 



AMIRA JSC
22 Kalinina street, 198095, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation
tel. : +7(812) 441-25-00, fax: +7(812) 786-74-39
e-mail: amira@amira.ru
amira-industry.com   |   www.amira.ru


